**Rae Spoon - Seascape**

We go to the seascape
to bleed all of the hate.

We go to the seascape
to wash off the wrong names.

Whatever keeps you breathing.
Whatever keeps you breathing.
Whatever keeps you breathing.

Nineteen on the shoreline.

I tried to make life.
drank whatever I could find.
Slept where they would have me.

Whatever keeps you breathing.
Whatever keeps you breathing.
Whatever keeps you breathing.

Meet me by the water.
When I’m feeling low that’s I go.

I will try to lift you
So that you can float.

When you’re feel low, low, low
You can float, float, float
When you feel low, low, low
Remember you can float, float, float.

Whatever keeps you breathing.
Whatever keeps you breathing.
Whatever keeps you breathing.

When you feel low, low, low
Remember you can float, float, float.